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Transportation Department 

Out of District Field Trip Emergency Procedure 

Bus Breakdown 

1. Driver safely secures the bus and calls Dan Elderbroom, Automotive Crew Leader, for 

directive.

2. Driver calls Priscilla McIlroy, or the dispatcher on call, to inform them of the situation 

and receive directive.

3. Dan Elderbroom contacts mechanics, if necessary, for service call. Mechanics dispatched 

with wrecker and replacement bus if necessary.

4. Dan will contact head mechanic at a nearby district to assist, if possible.

5. Priscilla contacts a second driver, if necessary, to bring another bus to the site.

6. Driver keeps Priscilla updated on the status of the situation.

7. Mechanics keep Dan and Priscilla updated on the status of the situation.

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION 

Dan Elderbroom  315-447-7890 mobile 

Priscilla McIlroy   315-727-1755 mobile 

Sean Brown            315-447-0285  mobile 
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Transportation Department 

Out of District Field Trip Emergency Procedure 

Accident 

1. Driver calls Priscilla McIlroy, or the dispatcher on call, and gives pertinent information 

and receives directive.

2. Priscilla calls 911 or police non-emergency number if it is a minor accident with no 

injuries (i.e. car backs into bus in parking lot).

3. Priscilla contacts Sean Brown

4. Priscilla contacts Dan Elderbroom

5. Dan Elderbroom contacts mechanics, if necessary, for service call. Mechanics dispatched 

with wrecker and replacement bus if necessary.

6. Priscilla contacts a second driver, if necessary, to bring another bus to the site and 

continue on to the field trip site or return the group to the district.

7. Sean contacts driver’s spouse or relative if injured.

8. Driver keeps Priscilla updated on the status of the situation.

9. Mechanics keep Dan and Priscilla updated on the status of the situation.

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Dan Elderbroom  315-447-7890 mobile 
Priscilla McIlroy   315-727-1755 mobile 
Sean Brown             315-447-0285  mobile 




